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Imagine having the nation’s
most valued archives right at
your fingertips. It’s possible.
Gale and Smithsonian have
partnered to deliver an online
resource designed for users
in U.S. History and AP® U.S.
History classes. Unique and
seminal primary sources include
documents, maps, historical
objects, and other materials
from the museums, archives and
collections of the Smithsonian—
as well as from Gale’s leading
digital collections.

INSPIRE FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE OF
THE HISTORY THAT SHAPED OUR COUNTRY
MEET U.S. HISTORY AND LITERACY STANDARDS
This digital collection supports AP® U.S. History programs and correlations
to state and national social studies and literacy standards.

EASILY ACCESS MATERIALS

Explore approximately 1,800 primary source documents and images
hand-curated by scholars at the Smithsonian.

ALIGN AND AUGMENT LESSON PLANS
Choose from 15 time periods, along with curriculum tools and
headnotes that make it easy to identify and integrate content. Eras span
from Pre-Colonial to Progressive and today’s New Millennium.

INTEGRATE SUPPLEMENTAL LEARNING MATERIALS
Find introductory materials, questions, citations, and quick facts within
the context of a historical era or topic.

SAVE TIME AND EFFORT
Eliminate the need to spend hour after hour searching the web for trusted
and valuable primary source materials and documents.
more



EMPOWER™ O U TCO ME S

“This database is a treasure
trove for students, teachers,
curriculum writers, and
researchers looking for

U.S. HISTORY

authenticated primary
source documents.”
B
 ooklist, Advanced Review
November 1, 2016

Now available for integration
into Cengage Learning’s
MindTap for The American
Pageant, 16th Edition Updated
AP® Edition, the long-trusted
leader in AP® U.S. History.
AP ® is a trademark registered and/or owned
by the College Board, which was not involved
in the production of, and does not endorse,
this product.

OVER 1,800 CURATED PRIMARY
SOURCE DOCUMENTS

SEAMLESSLY LINK TO
ADDITIONAL CONTENT

Covers the scope and sequence of
a high school U.S. History course.

Uniquely compatible with Gale’s
U.S. History In Context via interlinking
to provide further historical context.

TOGGLE BETWEEN CONTENT
BY TIME PERIOD
Content follows a historic
timeline from Pre-Colonial to
the New Millennium.

THE POWER OF
COLLABORATION
Extend the reach of your
resources. Integrated
G Suite for Education and
Microsoft Office 365 tools
enable users to easily share,
save, and download content—
including highlights and notes.

ALIGNED CONTENT

CREATE CLASSROOM
ASSIGNMENTS
Assign work and projects to students
with Google Classroom.

Detailed curriculum correlations
align the primary sources to national
social science and literacy standards
for easy-to-see application across
subjects.

A DIRECT PATH TO TRUSTED, RELIABLE CONTENT
Smithsonian Primary Sources in U.S. History delivers organized,
high-value content, mapped to national curricula, satisfying
requirements to incorporate digital primary sources. Shaped for the
school curriculum by an advisory board of teachers, students will
gain insight into historical figures and key events as seen through
the Smithsonian’s valuable collections.

LEARN
MORE

888.728.9422
gale.com/smithsonianps
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